ASTEC ANALYTICS
SHORT SIDE
SHORT SIDE: TAP INTO THE SHORT SIDE OF
THE MARKET

Short Side is a web-based application which provides short selling market intelligence, via securities lending
analytics, to investment management professionals. Often, stock exchanges only offer short interest data twice
a month and with several days lag, if any at all, leaving investors in the dark regarding daily short selling
activity. Short Side fills this void with daily up‑to‑date information from the global securities finance market and
enables users to gauge changes in investor sentiment.

Key Features
•

Relevant: Data regarding the short side of the market for thousands of equities and bonds

•

Timely: Updated by 7.30am EST each day with current stock borrows as of yesterday’s close

•

Intraday: Updated with real-time securities lending information 24 hours a day

•

Intuitive: Graphs and tables that are easy to interpret and manipulate

•

Customizable: User-definable watch lists

•

State-of-the-art: Database infrastructure and application design – 100% built, owned and maintained by
FIS

Short Side Data
Short Side provides current and historical data for over 44,500 equity and fixed income securities
across all markets. The data is updated throughout the day with information sourced from market
participants, including:
•

Rebate and Fees: view by new and open positions on a cash/non-cash or intrinsic basis

•

Loan Volume: see the number of securities on loan on any given day

•

Utilization: assess the supply and demand for a given security

•

Historical Trends: instant access to 15 months of historical data, with daily data from 2005 to present,
available on request
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Who uses Short Side?
Analysts, traders and portfolio managers at:
•

Proprietary Trading Desks

•

Long-only Hedge Funds

•

Long/Short Hedge Funds

•

Quantitative Analysts

•

Institutional Investors

•

Research Analysts

•

130/30 Funds

What value does Short Side add
to your trading strategies?
•

Market intelligence to make better informed
execution and trading decisions: Determine
whether millions of shares of a stock have
already been borrowed and shorted before
executing your trade. Easily monitor trends
and trend reversals in short selling activity

•

Gauge potential trading costs for short sales:
Track fees paid to borrow stock. Use
borrowing fees to identify hard‑to-borrow
issues

•

Risk management insights: Protect against
possible short squeezes by monitoring
changes in borrowed shares. Use this
information to be one of the first to cover a
short before an identified impending squeeze

•

Compare similar stocks in any sector: See
whether a stock has been shorted more or
less than its peers in its respective sector

Snapshot – a quick and intuitive view of
the securities lending market
Instant access to security-specific information
regarding yesterday’s loans and borrows for crucial
pre- and post- trade analysis and split-second
decision making

Trends – manage the future by
understanding the past
Create customized interactive charts, drawing on 15
months of historical data for individual securities

My Portfolio – quick access to what’s
important to you
Define your own portfolios and customize the data
displayed to track multiple securities on one page
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Sector Monitor – identify market movers
and hot stocks
Track the changes in loan rates and volumes for
each stock relative to its industry group, as well as
other individual issues in that industry

Market Summary – spot new trends and
emerging marketplaces
Easily identify market trends across region, country,
industry or asset class with customizable views help
you track specific areas of interest

About Astec Analytics
Astec Analytics provides market information solutions for the global securities financing industry. The solution offers

intraday global securities lending data, analytics and benchmarking tools for trading, performance measurement
and program management for financial institutions involved in investment management and securities borrowing
and lending. For more information, please visit www.fisglobal.com

About FIS
FIS is a leading provider of technology solutions for merchants, banks and capital markets firms globally. Our
55,000 people are dedicated to advancing the way the world pays, banks and invests by applying our scale, deep
expertise and data-driven insights. We help our clients use technology in innovative ways to solve businesscritical challenges and deliver superior experiences for their customers. Headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida,
FIS is a Fortune 500® company and is a member of Standard & Poor’s 500® Index. To learn more, visit
www.fisglobal.com. Follow FIS on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter (@FISGlobal).
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